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Particles in Turbulent FlowsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The only work available to treat the theory of turbulent flow with suspended particles, this book also includes a section on simulation methods, comparing the model results obtained with the PDF method to those obtained with other techniques, such as DNS, LES and RANS.
    
Written by experienced scientists with background in oil and gas...
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Embedded Linux: Hardware, Software, and InterfacingAddison Wesley, 2002
Embedded Linux covers the development and implementation of interfacing applications on an embedded Linux platform. It includes a comprehensive discussion of platform selection, crosscompilation, kernel compilation, root filesystem creation, booting, remote debugging, real-world interfacing, application control, data...
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Fundamentals of Air Pollution, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2007
A compendium for all involved directly or indirectly in decision making about air pollution control-regulatory or engineering.     

       Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the environmental science and engineering community.  Written shortly after the passage of the seminal Clean Air Act...
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Drilling Technology in Nontechnical LanguagePennWell, 2012

	Author Steve Devereux has completely rewritten and updated this overview of onshore and offshore drilling operations and technology. He takes readers through the entire drilling process from basic drilling geology through managing drilling operations. The updated edition covers key management issues such as safety, the environment, costs, and...
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Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The Laws of Nature and the New Laws of BusinessCrown, 2000
Every few years a book changes the way people think about a field. In psychology there is Daniel Goleman's Emotional Intelligence. In science, James Gleick's Chaos. In economics and finance, Burton Malkiel's A Random Walk Down Wall Street. And in business there is now Surfing the Edge of Chaos by Richard...
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The Conspirators Hierarchy: The Committee of Three HundredGlobal Insights Publications, 1997
Can you imagine an all powerful group, that knows no national boundaries, above the laws of all countries, one that controls every aspect of politics, religion, commerce and industry; banking, insurance, mining, the drug trade, the petroleum industry, a group answerable to no one but its members. To the vast majority of us, such a group would...
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Evaluating Information Systems: Public and Private SectorButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Companies make a huge investment of 4 to 10% of their turnover on IT - this book reveals how this is evaluated and measured.     

       The adoption of Information Technology (IT) and Information Systems (IS) represents significant financial investments, with alternative perspectives to the evaluation domain coming from both the public...
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Tolley's Domestic Gas Installation Practice, Fourth Edition: Gas Service Technology Volume 2Newnes, 2006

	This is the second of three volumes of essential reference for those concerned with the installation and servicing of domestic and industrial gas equipment. This volume deals with the various aspects of installing and servicing domestic appliances and associated equipment.

	

	The revised fourth edition is brought fully up to...
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Biofuels for Transport: An International PerspectiveOrganization for Economic, 2004


	The IEA last published a book on biofuels in 1994 (Biofuels). Many

	developments have occurred in the past decade, though policy objectives

	remain similar: improving energy security and curbing greenhouse gas

	emissions are, perhaps more than ever, important priorities for IEA countries.

	And, more than ever, transportation energy...
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SPAR Platforms: Technology and Analysis MethodsAmerican Society of Civil Engineers, 2012

	The design, analysis, and use of spar platforms for offshore oil production is examined thoroughly in this new book. This volume surveys the history of spar development and presents detailed design modeling aspects of spar hull, mooring, and anchoring systems. Ocean and coastal engineers, those involved in the design and construction of...
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Plants and BioEnergy (Advances in Plant Biology)Springer, 2013

	A country's vision for developing renewable and sustainable energy resources is typically propelled by three important drivers – security, cost, and environmental impact. The U.S. currently accounts for a quarter of the world’s total oil consumption, with domestic demands necessitating – at an ever growing cost – a...
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Interactive Curve Modeling: with Applications to Computer Graphics, Vision and Image ProcessingSpringer, 2007
Interactive curve modeling techniques and their applications are extremely useful in a number of academic and industrial settings, and specifically play a significant role in multidisciplinary problem solving, such as in font design, designing objects, CAD/CAM, medical operations, scientific data visualization, virtual reality, character...
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